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The dynamical scaling functions for ferromagnets with dipolar interactionsare computed by mode coupling theory above the
critical temperature T~.On the basis of this theory we explain apparently conflictingfeatures of neutron scatteringexperiments
on EuO, EuS andFe. Theposition of thecrossover from isotropic to dipolar critical dynamics is determined and further experi-
ments are proposed.
The dynamics of isotropic ferromagnets as EuO, EuS and Fe has been in focusever since the very beginnings
ofthe field of critical dynamics. Despite the largeamount of experimental [1—6]and theoretical investigations
[7,8], there remain importantopen problemswhich havenot been resolved up to now. (i) The expected cross-
over from isotropic to dipolar critical behaviour, accompanied by a change of the dynamical critical exponent
z from 5/2 to 2, has not been detected by neutron scattering experiments. (We disregard terms of order ~.)
(ii) The critical exponent deduced from neutron scattering data is 5/2 [2—5].But nevertheless the data could
not be fitted by the Resibois—Piette [7] scaling function for isotropic ferromagnets [2]. (iii) A complete theory
for the relevant scaling functions, which depend on two scaling fields, is still lacking. Hence the interpretation
of the experimental data has been difficult if not impossible. Those apparent discrepancies remained a puzzle
up to now and prompted a variety of interpretations including suggestions that dipolar forces might not be
relevant for the dynamics of these magnets and that the data showed signatures of randomness and additional
relaxation mechanisms.
In thispaper wecompute the dynamical scaling functions forweak dipolar ferromagnets. Our theory is based
on the mode coupling theory, which has been very successful in pure isotropic ferromagnets. On the basis of
our results we will be able to explain in a unifying fashion the apparently conflictingexperimental results and
will make further predictions for experiment.
The hamiltonian for a spin system with dipolar interactions is given by
H= j• (2)~ ((r+Jq2)o,j+Jg)s,(q)sj(_q), (1)
where S,(q) is the Fourier transform of the cartesian components of the spin operator, r a coefficient which
does not enter explicitly In the equations of motion, J the exchange interaction and
g=a1 (gL4uB)
2/2Ja3
characterisesthe ratio of dipolar to exchange interactions. Here a is the latticeconstant and g~.the Landé factor.
The coefficient a
1 depends on the lattice structure: a1 = 4x (sc), 3
3~’2it (bcc), 2~’¼(fcc). The wave numbers
are measured in units of a -‘. In eq. (1) weassumedthat the dipolar forces are weaker than the exchange inter-
action [9]; i.e. g4z 1.
Now we decompose 5(q) into a longitudiüal and two transverse components
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S(q)=S~4+S~~u1(4)+S~2I2(4), (2)
where
4=q/q, I’(4) =qxe3/(q~+q~)112, j2(4) =4X1’(4) . (3)
For vanishingcomponents the limitsare taken in the order of increasing cartesian components. The Heisenberg
equations of motion are found to be
jJ (2)~~ (4a)
~ =~J(2)~~ [q(2k_q)((k~~I,
2 {S~a,Sk}+k1{S~i~,S~2}
+ k2(k3q—k2) sT2 ~ 4 k2q S’~ SL ! k2~ 5T2 ST2q—kI(k~+k~)”2{ q-k, ~} 2 lq—kI { q-*, 2 Iq—kI { q-k, k }
+ ( —k
1k3 S
TI S’~ + k
2(k3q—k2) ST2 ~ 4bk~+k~)h/2{ q—k, k} q—kI(k~+k~)”2{ q—k, ic , ( )
and for S~2correspondingly, where { , } denotes the anti-commutator.
The quatities of interest are the longitudinal and transverse Kubo relaxation funcitons
i L(T)( )
~L(T)(q,w,g) J’dte1c0t~(S~T;S~T1,t)=~ ‘ (5)
where
~(A,B,t)=ilimJdre~T<[A(r),B(0)t]>.
Here~L(T) (q,g) are the longitudinal and transverse static susceptibilities and J~L(T)(q, w, g), the corresponding
damping functions. Because of the rotational symmetry around the wave vector q the correlation functions of
S~’and S~2are equal.
Now we apply the standard procedure of mode coupling theory [11]: (i) We write down the Kubo formula
for the transport coefficients f~~(T)(q, w, g). (ii) We consider two mode decay processes, which amounts to
a factorisationof the Kubo formulas [12]. (iii) Wemake the lorentzianapproximation; i.e. we replace r~~(T)(q
w, g) by rL(T)(q, g) rL(T)(q, 0, g). This leads to two coupled integral equations (a~T,L):
fa(q, g) = 2~a(q g) S d~5 dk k2 ~ ~ v~(k,q, g, ~)(~T + ôa,Tôfi,L~,L)
~P(k,g)~~~(Iq_kI,g) - 6( )
where ‘i= cos(k, q). The vertex functions v~,for the decay of the mode a into the modes fi and ci are pro-
portional to O~,the scaled vertex functions defined by V~g= q4O~. In an attempt to derive mode coupling
equations for dipolar ferromagnets Borckmans et al. [8] used a decomposition of the spin operator (see eq.
(2)) withone perpendiculardirection u(q) only, which then is time dependent. Lacking an equation ofmotion
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Table 1
Asymptoticbehaviour ofthe scaling functions.
DC IC DH IH
yT y”
2 1 y”2x2 x~’2
y512 1 y512 x”2
for u(q), the vertices in the mode coupling equations necessary for the computation of the scaling functions
could not be determined.
As for the pure isotropic ferromagnet, the mode coupling equations do not acccount foreffects of the critical
exponent ,~,which will be neglected in the following. In the numerical calculations we will use the Orn-
stein—Zernike forms for the static susceptibilities
(7)
where ~= ~[ (T— T~)/T~J“. The static crossover is contained in ~ through the effective exponent v= Veffi2
[13].
The mode coupling equations (8) are consistent with the generalised dynamical scaling law
fa(q, g) =Aqzy”(x, y) (8)
introduced by Riedel and Wegner [12] for anisotropic magnets, where the scaling variables are
x=l/qc5 and y=gt2/q
in the present case and z= 5/2. The dynamical scaling functions for the line widths depend on two variables.
They can be determined analytically from eqs. (6) in the dipolar (D) andisotropic (I) critical (C) and hydro-
dynamic (H) limiting regions. These are defined by DC:y~’1, x~*z1; IC:y’* 1, x~1; DH:y~x, x~.1;
IH : y .i x, x ~. 1. The results are summarised in table 1.
Introducing eqs. (8) and (7) as well as
~a(q,g)J_1q_2ja(x, y) (9)
into eq. (6), we find
2~t2 r Cj d,~jdp~~ 0~c,(Y,P,~l)(öc,T+öa.Tc5p.Lôa.L)x (x,y) p
< p:2jP(x/p,y/p)jQ(x/p,y/p_) (10)
p512?~(x/p,yip) +p~2~°(~p_,YIP~)
and the non-universal frequency scale of eq. (8)
A=a5~’2(JkBT/21t4)1’2=gL~B(kBTa
1i4ic
4)”2iq~.
IfA is expressed by qD —_g“2/a, the lattice structuredependence of a
1 has to be considered, which increases the
theoretical A of Fe by a factor of 1.14. In eq. (10) we introduced p=k/q, p...= Iq—kliq, ,~=cos(k,q)and the
scaled vertex functions
= [2~ô~+(l —~~)(JpT+l/2p:
2)JaT](p~7—~)2, (1 la)
V~T= [2(1 ~f(SaL) —(1 —,f)(l + l/p:2)ôaT](p~l—~+ ~y2)2 . (1 lb)
For both longitudinal and transverse modes, the dipolar interaction enters only in decays into a longitudinal
and a transverse mode.
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Fig. 1. Scaling function for transverse width yT versus Fig. 2. Scaling function for longitudinal width yL versus rand ~,
r= (q~) ‘(1 +g~2)’2and ç~=arctg(g t/2~) Inset: yT versus q/gU2 defined incaption tofig. 1.
at the critical temperature T~.
For the numerical solution of the coupled integral equations (10) we introduce polar coordinates
r=(x2+y2)”2 and ~,=arct(y/x)
The transverse and longitudinal scaling functions yT and yL are exhibited in figs. 1 and 2, in conformance with
the analytic expressions oftable 1. All results are given in units ofthe value at criticality y~= yL(T) (0, 0) = 5.1326.
In figs. 3 and 4 we display the scaling functionsversus x= 1/q~for different values of y = arctg(gb’2c~)=N~/40
with N=0, 1 , 19. The curve N= 1 is indistinguishable from the Resibois—Piette function, N= 0. If g is finite,
the curves approach the Resibois—Piette function for small x and deviate therefrom with increasing x. For a
given material, g is fixed and the parameterisation by q’ corresponds to a parameterisation by T—T~.The exper-
imental results of Mezei on iron (fig. 3 of ref. [21 and fig. 4 of ref. [3]) show precisely the (q~)— I dependence
for different temperatures as exhibited by the transverse scaling function (fig. 3). We are convinced that the
uncertainty in the value of ~, the improvement possible by taking into account the effective critical exponent
T 15 10 191~
4~ O’5’x
Fig. 3. Scaling function for transverse width yT versus (q~)—‘ for Fig. 4. Scaling function for longitudinal width q~versus (ge) —‘
values of ~,= N7r/40 with N indicated in the graph. for ~=N~t/40with N indicated in the graph.
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[13] v~ y~i2and the limits of the experimental accuracy, altogether leave enough room for a complete quan-
titative agreement with the theory.
In the inset to fig. 1 we display the transverse width against the wave number; i.e.: y ~= qig 1/2, precisely at
the critical point. The most important conclusion to be drawn this graph is that the crossover from isotropic
to dipolar critical dynamics occurs at a wave number smaller than q~,the position of the static crossover, by
almost an order of magnitude. This explains why this crossover escaped the detection by neutron scattering
experiments up to now. As matter of fact, there is an indication of an increase in the data with the smallest
momentum transfer [6], as required by the theory.
In conclusion we note that the apparently contradicting experimental results canbe explained in the frame-
work ofthe present theory in the light ofwhich the available data already give evidence for the expected dynam-
ical isotropic—dipolar crossover. Certainly, real samples may contain imperfections giving rise to randomness;
however, the purer the sample.the more it should obey the above theory. It should now be possible to reanalyse
the experiments and investigate those areas where dipolar effects are predicted by the theory. An interesting
check would be the measurement of the longitudinal width.
This work has been supported by the German Federal Minister for Research and Technology (BMFT) under
contract number 03-IOlAl9-l.
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